SOLO-RAID „PROF“ V.1.0
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„Hello Reichbusters - this is PROF calling.
I was able to smuggle myself between some crates into the Mansion of Professor Markam“
As we know Professor Markam knows a lot about
the Vril-Science and togehter with all the
other intel we discovered we are closer to succesfully defeat the Nazi Scum.
I´m planning to silently get to Professor Markham and use some nice new interrogation methods
to get all the intel he has and then get somehow out of the Mansion through an old tunnel
beneath the house I have heard from.

MISSION OBJECTIVES

SOLO-RULES
1. Ignore solo rules on mission book
page 4 (playing with less then 4
characters)

Search for Professor Markam and take a basic action to get the Objective Complete Item at coordinates .
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PROF must have the Objective Complete Item and
escape the Mansion alive through the tunnel at
coordinates
. This is only possible when the
Area is smoked and enemys have no line of
sight to the hero. You need to take one
basic action to enter the tunnel and one
basic action to prepare the tunnel entrance with
a neat explosive present.
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2. The hero gets 3 actions per turn
(instead of 2). The move and attack action stay limited to once
per turn.
3. Use the new (errata) noise rules
4. Discarding & Shuﬄing your hero
deck: You can only reshuﬄe your
discard deck if it has more then
2 cards in it.
If you need to draw from an empty action deck and you have less
then 3 cards in the discard pile,
ignore the action. After shuﬄing
the discard deck take the top
card and set it aside. This is
now called your inactive deck.
There can only be one 1 card in
the inactive deck at a time. When
you need to place a new card in
the inactive deck and there already is one. Take the old one
and shuﬄe it back in the action
deck. Resume play as normal
5. Start with 2 additional Skils
of your choice.

Raid designed by Nicholas Filip (4Feedback psxnod(at)yahoo.de)
ReichBusters designed by Jake Thornton- Published by Mythic Games.
Solo Rules designed by Dieter Crombez www.reichbusters.com
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DIFFICULTY SETTINGS

(RB 184)

1) The narrative experience | Start the game with 2 wild
heroic tokens
2) Easy does it |Start the game with 1 wild heroic token
3) The Reich way to play | Start the game with no heroic token
(RB 227)

SPECIAL RULES
„TRACKING BOMBER“
(RB 181)

After being killed, the two Tracking
Bombers will always respawn at the very
End of each Enemy Turn at their starting
location.

SPECIAL RULES
„ALARM“
When the Alarm goes oﬀ before reaching
coordinates
you will be overwhelmed by
Guards and all possible Intel will be
lost. You loose the game and are captured.
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SPECIAL RULE „REACHING
A

A“

When reaching coordinates
you realise that its not Professor Markham you have found.
Its just a normal Oﬃcer. When you kill him he will drop the Objective Complete Item
„Strange Coded Document“. You can spent one action to claim it (even with enemies in
sight).
At the end of the Round when you killed the Oﬃcer with his last breath he reaches for
the secret alarm button and the Alarm will trigger.

MISSION COMPLETE
Thanks to PROF now the Reichbusters have the secret Dossier „Strange Coded Document“.
Maybe later on they will ﬁnd Informations to decrypt it.

END OF THE MISSION
From now on every Reichbusters Team starts with a Smoke Grenade in case of PROF is
NOT in the Team. PROF now will always start with the FOCUSED skill as a second skill.
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lisher and copyright holder. Artwork from the original game is copyrighted
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